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EDITORIAL DEP ARTM ENT NOTE
The adaptation of standard cost accounting to the individual
manufacturing concern in a way that will provide maximum
data for use in controlling costs is an assignment which requires considerable judgment and rather detailed consideration
of the characteristics of the particular company. It is difficult
to develop any general principles or standard procedure for such
adaptations, and the trial and error method is often resorted to.
One method of reducing the number of trials and the resulting
errors or failures to secure maximum results is to study the
experiences of other companies. The present article describes
the experience of one company in developing labor costs variances in the form to provide maximum use in the control of
labor costs. Perhaps a similar plan would not provide the
information needed in your company, but the discussion of
alternative methods in this article cannot help but provide
suggestions applicable to your case.
The author of this article, Roger S. Makepeace, is a native
of Waterbury, Conn., and obtained his education at Phillips
Academy, Andover, Mass., Yale University, and the Harvard
Graduate School of Business Administration. At Yale he became during his Junior year a member of Phi Beta Kappa,
and during his Senior year an associate member of Sigma Xi.
He holds the M.S. degree from Yale and M.B.A. degree from
Harvard. Since graduation from the Harvard Business School
in 1931 he has been associated with the Scovill Mfg. Co. in
Waterbury, where he has been engaged primarily in production,
cost control and inventory valuation work.
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CO NTRO L O F DI RECT LAB O R C O ST VARIANCE
IN A M ETAL G O O D S FAC TO RY
By R. S. Makepeace,
Scovill Mfg. Co., Waterbury, Conn.
approach which I am going to make to our subject is the
THE
procedure evolved by the Scovill Manufacturing Company. I
realize that many different procedures are possible, and that we
cannot hope to cover all of them, but must rely on the fact that the
same general principles, conditioned by particular circumstances
in individual companies, determine the choice of the best method
to apply. Perhaps the chief types of procedure may be briefly
summarized as:
i. Analysis of labor variance by departments.
a. Analysis by product lines or classes.
3. Analysis by product lines within each department.
4. Analysis by articles and orders, i.e., job cost basis.
5. Analysis of each article, without regard to order, but coordinated with analysis by product lines.
Analysis by operation, common in process industries, may be
considered a subdivision and refinement of analysis by departments. With this interpretation, I can say that Scovill has during
the past five years used each of these methods in turn, arriving
finally at the last - mentioned basis, namely, analysis by article and
product line without regard to order.
Wide Variety of Products
To understand the reasons for this choice I must take the risk
of boring you by telling you something of the nature of our business. Established only three years after George Washington's
death, the company has grown steadily in proportion to the industrial development of the nation until now, with factories in four
states and two foreign countries, the company employs in good
times io,000 people or more.
From its original product, gilded brass coat buttons, the company has developed an integrated business based primarily on the
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production and fabrication of brass mill products. Its mills at
Waterbury are an important factor in the industry, producing
brass and bronze sheet, rod, wire, and tube, a large proportion of
which is used by other companies. In its manufacturing departments and divisions it manufactures from these mill products, or
from steel, aluminum or other metals, products ranging from such
simple things as blanks, rivets, screws and screw machine products, pins, pants buttons and snap fasteners to such complex assemblies as flashlights, radiator valves, vending or dispensing machines and, in its Hamilton -Beach Division in Wisconsin, small
electric motors, vacuum cleaners and other specialized products.
(Incidentally, although the button business of 1 8 0 2 may have
slipped a bit, f rom coat and vests to pants and shorts and overshoes, it is still an important and active business —so much so that
I remember a few years ago translating one order into terms of
carloads, in fact train loads, if I remember correctly. A freight
train can carry quite a few buttons and fasteners!)
Use of Product Lines in Analysis
The type of variance analysis which we will discuss does not
and should not apply to all this wide range of products. The
proper range is naturally bounded on the side of simplicity by
such articles as eyelets, special stampings, etc. Articles simpler
than this can best be studied by product line, as variances can
hardly be blamed on the nature of the individual articles. On the
side of complexity it is bounded by special valves, dispensers, etc.,
articles which perhaps warrant job -cost analysis. Typical articles
within this range are eyelets, screw and socket shells, ferrules,
tubes, simple containers, hose couplings, flashlights, cosmetic containers, and other high -grade merchandise produced in a wide
range of buffed, plated, enameled, and lacquered finishes.
With this background we can now turn more directly to our
subject. The study of cost variance can be broken down into
three major sections, each taking up one of the following three
questions:
What is a labor cost variance?
How can we best determine its amount.
3. How can we use cost variances for control purposes?
1.

2.
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DEFINITION

In general, a cost variance is any difference between a predetermined standard cost of producing a given article or other unit
of production and the actual cost of producing that unit. The
variance may occur in fitting -up cost, in set -up cost, in material
cost, in direct labor cost or in overhead cost. We are interested
in this paper in direct labor cost. The term "labor and overhead"
will be used frequently hereafter, because under the Scovill
method all costs by articles or product classes are in terms of labor
and absorbed overhead. The components become inseparable, except by tracing back to individual operations. Therefore, all study
of labor variance by article is in terms of labor and absorbed overhead, which presents a truer picture of variance than an analysis of direct cost alone.
Two Types of Direct Labor Variance
The Scovill method makes a clear distinction in principle between direct labor variance resulting from difficulties with the
article itself and variance resulting from labor inefficiency (which
may also be caused by supervisory inefficiencies). The former
is the principal subject of this paper, merged with absorbed overhead hereafter. The latter, make -up wages resulting from labor
inefficiencies, is calculated on a daily basis, each production
worker being guaranteed average hourly earnings each day equal
to the hourly rate basis on which his piecework earnings are calculated. Thus, if a piecework job is calculated on a basis of
$.50 per hour for the expected production, and the operator earns
only $3.75 in an 8 -hour day, he is paid $.5o an hour, or $4.00. In
this case direct labor is $3.75, make -up wages are $.25. Overhead
is absorbed on the $3.75 direct labor at so much per hour for the
7% hours earned (7% hours at $.50 — $3.75), and the resulting
labor and overhead figure is the amount charged to work-in process account for the product line, and to subsidiary records for
the article. (Not e: $.So per hour does not correspond to any
Scovill piecework standard.)
Definition Related to Following Discussion
We have now come to the point where it is necessary to define
labor and overhead variance as the term will be used henceforth.
841
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Here is a short definition which we will subsequently illustrate by
an example.
Labor and overhead variance is the amount in terms of labor and
absorbed overhead by which the actual cost of performing a particular
operation or group of operations exceeds the predetermined or standard
cost of doing these operations; it is concerned chiefly with operations
repeated, operations added, operations substituted at a greater cost, and
operations done at daywork in excess of estimated cost pending determination of approved timed standards for payment, and includes the loss
of labor and overhead previously spent which occurs when goods in
process are spoiled and scrapped.

I realize that this is a very condensed statement and requires a
good deal of amplification. Perhaps the best place to begin is with
an explanation of what is meant by predetermined or standard
cost. Briefly, with us, standard cost per thousand pieces is the
sum of the costs of doing exactly one thousand pieces at each
necessary or "regular" operation listed on the Cost Card. As will
be shown later in the section describing means of measuring variance, these standard costs are expressed in terms of standard
time per thousand pieces, and represent the extensions for each
operation of standard time by the appropriate rate in dollars per
hour representing labor and overhead for the particular type of
machine or equipment used. The cost total arrived at is the labor
and overhead cost of completing i,000 pieces if just i,000 are
processed at each operation. This allows nothing for spoilage in
process, and it is for this reason that labor and overhead loss on
spoiled work must be reported as variance and added on a percentage basis to standard cost in order to arrive at total labor and
overhead for cost and quotation purposes, as will appear later.
Operations Repeated
With this conception of standard cost in mind, let us take a
simple article and follow it through the various operations at
which variance arises. 'We receive an order for 5 , 00 0 polished
jar caps of a certain type. The customer agrees to accept ship tnent of io per cent in excess of the order and we find that we
have a stock of unfinished caps edged to a slightly longer size
which can be cut down without much waste to make the size required. We therefore re-edge 5,500 pieces, charging the whole
842
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cost of labor and overhead to variance. This illustrates "operations repeated" as referred to in the above definition. There will
also be at this point a slight loss of labor and overhead and material value if the cost thus far of the larger shell that was
re -edged is greater than the standard cost of making the required
smaller size from the beginning. Unless the waste is large this can
probably be disregarded on the assumption that the smaller cap
would have been made from the same size metal and have been
identical in cost with the larger one.
Operations Added and Operations Skipped
Let us now suppose that it is discovered that because of tool
wear the caps are slightly oversize and that it is necessary to
add a sizing operation to reduce the diameter. The cost of this
extra operation is charged to variance as nothing is provided in
standard costs for it.
Now by contrast let us suppose that the production department
decides to skip a cleaning operation which is provided on the cost
card in order to expedite delivery. In effect, the cost saving at this
point is a credit variance, but no effort is made to record it, and as
no order -cost record is kept, the saving will affect nothing but the
charge to book inventory and eventually the adjustment to physical inventory value.
Operation Substituted at Greater Cost
The next regular operation is "knurl bead" and it is supposed
to be done on a semi - automatic machine. However, no machine of
this type is available, and in view of the small size of the order
and the pressure for delivery we decide to do the job on a hand
lathe. The operator is paid at his daywork rate, the hours worked
are extended by the hand lathe labor and overhead rate, and the
proper charge to direct productive labor and overhead is figured,
based on the standards for the automatic machine. The difference
between actual cost by hand and standard cost by automatic machine is charged to variance. This is a case of "operations substituted at a greater cost" as mentioned above.
Operation Done at Daywork
The caps are now sent to the buff room and are buffed. No
standard time has yet been set for this operation, so actual time is
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reported and extended at the labor and overhead rate for this type
of operation to arrive at total labor and overhead. The estimated
time used on the standard cost card is then ascertained and extended at the same rate, and the result is deducted from total labor
and overhead, the difference being charged to variance. If, as occasionally happens, the actual time is less than the estimate, no
credit to variance is made, but if the difference is considerable the
rate - setting department is advised in order that the estimate may
be reconsidered.

Spoiled Work

ioo

Now let us take one more situation. Upon inspecting after the
buffing operation it is discovered that, as a result of skipping the
cleaning operation, 3 0 0 caps were spoiled by having edging chips
stuck to the oily surface and knurled into the sides of the caps.
These are separated into two lots. The first lot of
pieces is
sent to the repair department where the dents are hammered out
as an extra operation charged to variance (including absorbed
overhead) and the pieces sent back for re- buffing. The second
lot of 2 0 0 pieces is too bad to repair and is scrapped. The labor
and overhead on this lot up to the point of inspection is calculated from the cost cards, and the whole amount charged to labor
and overhead variance. The loss of material value is also calculated, on a pound average basis, and charged to material variance.
Now let us hope that the vicissitudes of this particular lot of
goods are over, and that its troubles have served to illustrate the
basic types of measurable labor and overhead variance.
Although we have by no means exhausted the subject of the
nature of cost variance, and have carefully avoided several types
of borderline cases, such as the distinction between labor- variance
or make -up wages not attributable to a particular job, and day work less timed price charged to labor and overhead variance
when defective work on a particular job slows up the operator,
we had better pass on now to the question of measurement.
MEASUREMENT
Since all the fundamental information for determining the
amount of variance is recorded on the labor time ticket, perhaps
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we had better look first at the procedure through which the time
ticket passes. This ticket is written primarily for the purpose of
paying the operator or operators working on the goods. It originates in the department doing the work and contains article number and name, operation description, man number, department,
pieces per pound, and pounds or pieces done. (See Exhibit i.) If
the goods are passing through a series of repairing operations,
such as work being refinished, a slightly different form of
ticket, called a "Contingent Ticket," is used, carrying the above
information and also a set of serial numbers referring back to
the original rejection ticket. In this case a copy is sent to the next
department as a warning to expect the refinished goods and not to
mis -report them as good work. There is no difficulty later in
charging all costs on these tickets to variance, but there is always
a question as to whether all work which should be reported on
these tickets is so reported or whether part of it finds its way back
into regular production along with good work and is thus reported
as good work a second time on certain operations. Mental allowance is made later for this possibility.
Payroll Department Procedure
Time tickets are sent daily, in article- number order, from each
department to the payroll office. Each ticket is then "priced"
from a file of operation sheets on which have been entered all approved timings, or if these are not yet set, the estimated standards
used on cost cards. The pricing clerk enters on the time ticket the
code indicating the amount to be paid per earned hour, labor and
overhead absorbed per earned hour, and the standard time per
thousand pieces, or per thousand pounds for certain bulk operations. If the information is taken from an estimate, the ticket is
then sent back to the originating department for the entry of day work hours spent. If the operation cannot be found on the rate
file, it is considered to be an extra operation and is questioned. If
this is a fact, the whole absorbed labor and overhead is considered variance. If the operation is done by a more expensive
method, the ticket is priced both ways so that earned wages,
regular labor and overhead, and variance labor and overhead can
all be calculated on the ticket.
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Effect of Changes on Operation Sequence
At this point let me digress for a moment from the procedure
of handling time tickets to discuss the effect of using the price file
of operation sheets as the basis for judging whether an operation
is "regular" or "variance." Operation sheets represent the production office's latest opinion on operation sequence. Operation
sheets can be changed at any time by the production office providing approval of the manufacturing superintendent's office is secured, and thus although a price may have been quoted based on
a particular operation sequence, the "official line -up" may be
changed a number of times before completion of the order. A
particular operation not on the original estimate may thus be variance one week and regular the next. Variance determined in this
way is not the difference between actual costs and the standard
cost used in arriving at quoted prices for the respective orders being processed, but is instead the difference between actual costs
and current approved standards. This condition is an important
cause of inventory adjustments, since credits via cost of sales are
figured from the summarized standard costs and may at any time
differ from the currently approved basis reflected in operation
sheets and variances determined therefrom.
A careful distinction must be made at this point between the
production department mentioned above and the rate - setting department. The production department determines the operations
to be performed and their sequence. It has no power to set or
change piecework standards. These are determined by the rate setting department, and once established are permanent as long
as the operation is performed in the same way.
Returning now to the time ticket procedure, the next step is
extension of the several quantities to arrive at pay and absorbed
labor and overhead. The most frequent sequence of extensions is
pounds times pieces per pound to get pieces, pieces times standard
time per thousand to get earned hours, hours times pay rate represented by labor code to get wage, hours times labor and overhead
rate represented by code to get absorbed labor and overhead. Wages
and labor- and - overhead totals are then entered on a peg -strip for
each department, and hours are entered for each overhead code
used in the department. The correctness of extensions of hours
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by wage rate and hours by overhead rate is proved by extending
each hours -total by the appropriate rates and adding the results.
Tickets are then sorted by man - number and are posted to the
backs of the employees' clock cards. Note that this is all a daily
routine and that each employee thus knows his previous day's
earnings when he rings his card out at night. Tickets are then sent
to the rooms, still in man - number order, for scrutiny of wages
earned, and are returned to the payroll office at the end of the
week for sorting back into their original article - number order for
purposes described below.
Standard Time Allowance vs. Standard Piece Prices
It may be worth -while at this point to digress from the consideration of variance determination and to study for a moment the
use of standard time allowances instead of standard piece prices.
Scovill had used conventional piece prices for many years and
the use of existing rates was frequently made difficult by general
changes in wage levels, particularly in the years 1928 to 1933•
Whenever wage levels changed it was necessary to recalculate a
great many things. As it was impractical to recalculate all the
prices that had ever been set, the tendency was to attempt to recalculate only the active timings. However, a timing is active
when it is in demand for use in figuring wages, and this is no
time to hold it up for recalculation. Consequently it became the
practice to leave timings as they were and apply correction factors. These correction factors were applied on the employees'
clock cards after wages figured on the time tickets at the piece
prices had been summarized. The time ticket therefore never
showed the correct money earnings.
It was necessary under this system to have all timings on one
wage -level basis, so that a uniform correction factor could be applied. This meant not only that old timings made for different
wage levels had to be brought up to the chosen wage -level basis,
but that as wage levels changed in the future, new timings would
have to be calculated rather artificially on the old chosen basis. If
all timings were to be on one basis it seemed, therefore, that they
should be expressed in terms of standard time per unit of production rather than in money. They would then be permanent and always up to date as long as the operation remained unchanged, and
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the extension into wages would be no more difficult than the extension by an artificial piece price and again be a factor. As a
matter of fact, if other considerations had not intervened it would
have been sufficient to extend only as far as earned hours on the
individual time ticket, and to make on the clock card the extension
of summarized earned hours by rate per hour in the same way that
wages were then being adjusted by a correction factor. The two
methods would then have been exactly equivalent except that
under the piece -price system the standards would have been artificial whereas under the standard time system the standards represent an actual and permanent condition.
In recent years when wage level changes have been frequent the
method has worked admirably well, the change to new wage levels
involving nothing but the issuance of a new list of wage rates
(some ao or less) and of labor and overhead absorption rates. The
use of standard hours also affects other phases of accounting, such
as determination of normal operating capacity of each department
and determination of budget allowances of controllable overhead,
in such a way as to give more consistent and realistic results than
the ever - shifting payroll figures used to provide. I must abstain
from discussing these related subjects at present, but I should like
to say that in every respect the standard time basis has proved
excellently well suited to a period when wage levels have changed
not only from year to year but at times almost from month to
month.
Returning now to the time tickets, we have seen how repeated
and added operations have been identified and how the amount
chargeable to variance has been figured in cases of difference ;n
method, and of daywork less estimates. We a re now rea dy t o
analyse this mass of information and develop records for control
purposes. We are immediately faced with the question "In what
terms shall we analyse ?" I am going to take the liberty of discussing in some detail the several methods which were tried and
abandoned before arriving at the present system. I do this partly
because each of these methods appeared promising at the time, and
under slightly different conditions might have proved successful,
and partly because I believe that in describing the causes of
failure of these alternative methods a fairly comprehensive
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understanding will be built up of the conditions determining the
successful system now in use.
Variance by Departments
The first attempt toward detailed analysis was made along departmental lines. It was known from monthly operating statements and from weekly budget reports that in certain departments,
particularly finishing departments (such as buffing, plating and
lacquer rooms), variance labor was a high percentage of direct
labor. It was felt that intensive study might result in records useful for control. Accordingly, a form was designed for recording
in each of several departments, by weeks, direct labor and variance labor on each article processed. A card was set up for each
order for each part of each article processed in these departments,
and all departments were required to enter order numbers on time
tickets. Overhead at this time was being absorbed on departmental
totals and was not figured on individual time tickets, so only the
labor figure was available. Tickets were sorted into article and
part number order, and tickets for different orders for the same
article and part were separated. The record cards were then
posted with direct and variance labor and with pieces processed at
direct labor.
These records were maintained for several months, but it became apparent that it was difficult to use them for control purposes. Probably it would have been possible to develop and circulate to the operating executives weekly reports for each of these
departments and thus to apply some pressure toward more intense
supervision of troublesome jobs. However, it was obvious that the
great weakness of this method was that no relationship was established between total variance and total regular charges on any
particular article as a whole, and there was thus no basis for determining variance percentages to be added to standard costs.
The task of developing percentage variance allowances for each
article for each department, and of applying them to standard
costs, appeared hopelessly detailed and complex in view of the
variety of articles and finishes constantly in process.
Variance by Orders
In view of this limitation, a new type of analysis was undertaken on an order -cost basis, with the intention of getting a com850
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plete picture of results on each order for each article. A particular manufacturing classification was chosen, which included a
miscellaneous assortment of articles making up about one -tenth of
the total general manufacturing work which would have to be
covered if the system were to be put into full effect. The analysis was again to be in terms of article, part and order number,
but was to cover all operations performed instead of only the work
of selected departments. An appropriate form was designed
(Exhibit 2), headed with date, quantity and number of the order,
description and number of the article and part, and providing for
accumulation of the following detail on each operation: operation
number, department, operation description, overhead code, labor
per thousand pieces, labor and overhead per thousand pieces,
pieces done (each week) and total pieces. This was a period of
transition from piece prices to the standard time basis and from
the extension of labor only to the extension of labor and overhead
on individual time tickets, and it was felt that the best way to accumulate costs was to record pieces produced at each operation
and extend by operation cost upon completion of the order. Operation detail was obtainable from the price file previously discussed; order detail was obtainable from production order copies;
and dates of order completion were obtainable from the shipping
room. The system was put into practice and given a thorough
trial for almost a year, every effort being made to eliminate the
difficulties enumerated below, and was finally abandoned for the
following reasons:
1. Two clerks were required to perform the routine operations of
writing up forms, sorting tickets and posting quantities. It was apparent
that if the system were to be put in general use, at least 15, perhaps 20,
clerks would be needed. Even in the classification covered by the two
clerks the number of orders was so great and the work of interpreting
the summarized detail so complex, that the analysts could not keep up
with their output.
2. Observation of the recorded production on successive operations
showed that much of the production was misreported as to order number. Sometimes no production was reported for an essential operation;
at other times much more than the amount started would turn up at a
later operation. This was easily understandable to those who were
familiar with production practices because of one or another of the
following reasons:
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(a) Production was posted to order copies only in mechanical departments. Other rooms had no means of knowing when orders were filled,
and if work came to them without proper identification tickets, they
could only assume that the last order number applied. A finishing
department might thus mark goods from an old order with a new
number covering an order that had not yet been started in its earlier
operations.
(b) Work tickets were often lost on goods in transit between departments, and clerks and tool setters were apt to identify work by memory.
When mistakes were made the errors in wages and costs might be
negligible, since the article number guessed would probably take the
same costs at the particular operation as the article actually being made,
if it were so similar an article as to be confused with it; but the analysis
on an order cost basis would be completely upset.
(c) Articles identical except in finish or some small detail of construction were given the same article number with different suffixes or
dash- numbers. Thus 32 -2174, 32- 2174 -1, and 32- 2174 -2 might represent
respectively: caps in lacquered brass finish, in chrome plated finish, and
in chrome plated finish with lettering. At all stages of manufacture up
to finishing these articles would be identical, and it was impractical in
such cases to attempt to process as separate orders the amount destined
to be put into each finish.
(d) Certain parts, particularly redraw shells, could be made not only
into various dash numbers of the same article, but even into articles so
different as to be assigned entirely different article numbers. Parts
were often "borrowed" from one article or order to fill rush orders
for other articles, with the intention of replacing them later; in fact,
parts were often put into stock with the definite intention of using them
for various articles as required. Production orders of this sort were
never technically completed, but they upset analysis of completed
customers orders which sometimes showed no production in early operations because parts were taken from stock orders or stolen from other
customers' orders for other articles.
For the purpose of keeping the order -cost analyses straight, and with
the thought that it would also be desirable for manufacturing rooms to
have proper records of such diversions from order to order and article
to article, the accounting department designed a form on which the
rooms were to record and report order, article, part, and operation
last performed, for the articles diverted, and corresponding information
(with next operation to be done) for the article to be made. Quantity
ordered diverted and quantity actually diverted were also required.
If order -cost analyses had been continued, it would have been vitally
necessary to develop the use of this form. However, because of the
complexities outlined above, and also because of the difficulties which
we will now examine, this type of analysis was soon abandoned and
the Division Record never put in use.
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3. The frequency of changes in operation sheets (the "official line -up"
of operation sequence) during the processing of most original orders
and many repeat orders, made it seem doubtful that any such thing as
a standard cost for a completed order could be defined. It hardly
seemed worth -while to develop an actual order -cost if no definite total
could be determined with which to compare it. The comparison was
made still more futile if wage -level changes occurred during the processing of the order.
To be concise, there wasn't much point in arriving at such a statement as "it cost $92 to process this order. It would have cost $96 if
processed according to operation sheets in effect a month ago, but
today it should be made for $88, because of the elimination of certain
operations, the addition of others, and a general wage revision." Under
such conditions, it seemed impossible ever to arrive at a definite conclusion as to the amount of variance experienced or the percentage to be
added to current standard costs in the event of a reorder.
4. Reorders frequently took place before the completion of current
orders. Order -cost analysis would yield no useful information in such
cases. And even in cases where the previous order was complete, the
completion and interpretation of the order -cost report was likely to be
such a lengthy process as to make it virtually impossible to give prompt
and intelligible answers to inquiries from the sales department.
The exp eri ence gaine d i n t ryi ng out the possi bil itie s of orde r cos t s a s a b a s i s for me as ur in g va r ia nce le d, a t th i s poin t, t o th e
conclusion that a much simpler method must be devised, one
wh i ch wou l d gi ve a rea sonab ly qu ick a nd relia ble answe r to inquir ies from t he s ale s de par tme nt a nd woul d make pos sibl e s ome
more gener al conclus ions about exp ected vari ance than it se emed
possible to glean fr om a series of order- costs. La b or a n d ove r he ad was now be in g a bs or be d on ea ch ti me t ick et , an d
so it was
possible to institute the following me thod, which is basically the
same as th e met hod u sed t oday.

Present Method
All time tickets are received fr om the va r iou s ma nu fa ct u ri n g
rooms at t h e en d of the week, in man - number order. T h e y a r e
sorted into article - number order without regard to dash numbers,
part nu mbe rs or ope rat ion nu mbe rs. The y are s epa ra ted i nto t wo
gr oup s , t h os e on wh i ch al l or pa r t of t h e cha n ge i s var i a nce a n d
those which cover strictly regular operations. The totals of regula r a n d va ri a n ce la b or a nd ove r he a d a r e t h en pos t ed in a dj a ce n t
columns on a so-called Va ri a nce Recor d Card, which is marked
off horizontally by weeks. ( See Exhibit 3.) By keeping cumulative
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totals, or by bringing totals up to date periodically, a percentage
relationship can be derived at any time covering any given number
of weeks. The period taken may or may not coincide with the
beginning or completion of an order. Since orders often overlap,
no attempt is made to segregate orders on a basis of dates; but if
orders are really distinct, the card shows weeks of inactivity, and
the orders can then be reviewed separately. Furthermore, it is
comparatively simple to group cards for similar types of articles
and to derive group averages which are perhaps more indicative
of variance to be expected on repeat orders, or on new orders for
similar articles, than are the records of individual jobs.
With this evidence available, it was practicable to institute a
definite routine for including variance in costs. It was arranged
that the accounting department should receive a copy of the cost
request form issued by the sales department whenever up -to -date
costs are required, which means practically every time a quotation
is made. Upon receipt of a cost request, the appropriate variance
record is brought up -to -date and a variance allowance is set, based
on this record and on the general run of experience with this type
of article. The variance allowance is given in the form of a percentage to be added to the standard or ideal cost in arriving at a
figure of expected factory cost.
When actual variance had been high in both percentage and
amount, the accounting department was apt to take a rather pessimistic view, while the sales department was inclined to be rather
optimistic. Frequently it was necessary to have triangular conferences with representatives of the production department. The
results of these conferences were not always satisfactory to all
concerned, as there was a tendency for both the sales and production departments to expect marked improvements without being
able to explain just how this desirable result was to be accomplished.
Classification of Variances by Type
Conferences of this type led to the conclusion that it would be
well to classify variance so that the types least likely to recur
could be segregated and largely eliminated from consideration in
setting variance allowances. Accordingly the Variance Record
Card was revised, the various columns being expanded into four
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columns headed Code A, Code B, Code C, and Code D. A representative of the manufacturing superintendent's office was designated to assign codings to each variance ticket written. In many
cases this was accomplished by coding the original rejection ticket
only, all subsequent work on the rejected goods being coded similarly by the department clerks. In any event, each original ticket
was seen and coded by the manufacturing superintendent's office
according to the four code letters which were, with definitions and
examples, as follows:
A.— Normal variance to be expected because of the nature of
the job under ordinary manufacturing conditions. Examples: repairing dents and scratches, daywork less estimates in getting new jobs started.
B.— Unusual variance resulting from mistakes and errors in
the manufacturing department. Examples: shells edged to
wrong length and re- edged, work tarnished by being left
near acid dip, etc., etc.
C.— Variance resulting from conditions not controllable by the
manufacturing department. The majority of this was for
mechanical operations done by more expensive methods
than estimated on cost cards, presumably to meet delivery
demand. Other conditions were change of finish on goods
in stock to meet sales department requirements, using defective material at a slightly higher cost, changing construction of obsolete parts to avoid scrapping them, etc.
D.— Variance resulting from new and difficult jobs. Only the
operations affected by the difficulty of the job were so
coded, and repeat orders were not coded "D" unless some
further difficulty was introduced by some change in design.
With the sales, accounting and production departments all taking a hand in the determination of variance allowances, we are
now about ready to leave the subject of means of measurement
and to enter upon discussion of the use of measurements for purposes of control. Before doing so, however, we should consider
two improvements made on the variance record card, namely the
inclusion of "Labor and Overhead Loss on Spoiled Work
Scrapped" and the inclusion of certain types of sales allowances.
You will remember that we have already discussed the necessity
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of allowing for labor and overhead loss on spoiled work in variance because there is no provision for it in standard costs. Since a
routine was already in effect for evaluating the amount of loss
on each lot of work scrapped by reference to cost cards, it was a
simple matter to add a column to the variance record for recording these amounts and this was done. It was also felt that certain sales allowances, such as for reinspecting or scrapping defective goods which had been shipped, were identical in nature with
variances incurred in the manufacturing department, and although
the number of such instances was small, provision was made for
recording them in an extra column.

CONTROL
We ar e now ready to discuss the question "How can we use
Cost Variances for Control Purposes?" and to consider in some
detail the subject of control.
The principal weapon for control at the service of the accounting department in a situation like this is the dissemination of significant information to the operating executives most directly in
touch with the actual production problems involved. It was early
recognized that about 5o per cent of total variance in any given
week was spent on only about zo articles, some of which appeared
only once, others of which appeared repeatedly in the high variance class. A weekly report (Exhibit 4) was evolved covering
these inferior jobs, showing for each article the article number,
name, regular labor and overhead, variance labor and overhead,
variance by code (A, B, C, or D), per cent variance for the year
to date, variance spent in finishing departments only ( for attention of executives interested primarily in finishing problems) and
total variance allowed. This latter is arrived at by applying to
total regular labor and overhead the percentage added to standard costs.'
The second page of this report consists of an analysis of the
variance on each job in terms of the particular operations where
most of the variance has been incurred. This analysis is made
directly from the time tickets corresponding with the totals on
`T he percenta ge is actu a lly set arbitra rily a t a bou t two - thirds of the tota l
va ria nce a llowa nce per cent to elimina te allowa nce for loss on spoiled work ,
since the la tter is not inclu ded in this pa rticu la r report.
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE LABOR AND OVERHEAD
WEEK ENDING NOVEMBER 26, 1938
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Exhibit)
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A
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14

78.76
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26.79
72.31

14
14

$1,133.70

$507.00

• From May 1, 1938.

The above jobs account for 589'o of total variance in the manufacturing
department, excepting buttons, fasteners and screws.
Daywork -less- estimate accounts for most of the variance on Article No. 3.
There was no daywork- less - estimate on No. 5 this week, all the variance
being caused by extra and repeat operations. The job shows marked improvement, but is still far above the allowed variance.

Variance on Article No. 8 for this week was almost 70 9o', which apparently
results from cleaning up the end of the order from rejects on hand.
ANALYSIS OF LABOR AND OVERHEAD LOSS ON SPOILED
WORK SCRAPPED
&

-

&

Article
No.
11
12
13
14

Variance
Regular
L. O. H. L. O. H.
This Yr.
Article
This Yr.
$115,06
...$16,273.70
.41
361.88
...
183.64
. . . . . . 4,399.89
438.37

......

Lost on
Spoiled
Work
This Yr.
$673.02
64.88
37.97
59.09

.COST ON _efo
SPO ILED Yar.
Total
WORK from
Variance
This Yr. This Week 1/1/38
5
$69.40
$788.08
18
61.82
65.29
21
36.38
37.97
46.75
12
497.46
$214.35

EXHIBIT 4

the first page. This detailed analysis by operation enables the
responsible operating executives to locate quickly and accurately the point at which difficulty is being encountered. Beyond
putting the information in such form there is little the accounting
department can do to effect control, other than to see that the reports are sent to the proper executives and are understood by
them, and to encourage them to inspect the time tickets and to
ask for further analysis in cases of special interest.
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Relationship Between Accounting and Production Departments
The relationship between the accounting department and the
production department, which is essentially a matter of human
relationships rather than one of accounting system, is here a consideration of the first importance. In discussing this aspect of the
problem of control I may appear to be digressing rather far from
the subject of accounting technique and to be going beyond the
proper scope of this discussion. I do so onl y because I feel so
strongly that no matter how ingenious or theoretically perfect a
system of control may be, its success or failure depends absolutely
on the establishment of a sympathetic and co- operative relationship between the accounting department representative and the
various operating executives who, after all, are the men who will
have to take the initiative and direct action necessary to change
operating procedures in order to reduce variances. The operating
executives must not only feel that the variance figures represent
concrete situations warranting investigation and correction, but
must on no account be led to feel that they are being subjected to
gratuitous criticism by an outside department or by an individual.
The first condition, confidence in the figures, requires very definitely that the accountant presenting the figures be a person who
has had experience in the production department. He must be able
to visualize and understand the difficulties described on the time
tickets, he should know by sight a majority of the jobs analysed
each week, he should make a point of going through the factory
every few weeks watching for accumulations of defective work
and familiarizing himself with jobs currently being made. He
should make a point of keeping up his contacts with foremen,
supervisors, production managers and other individuals who are
in a position to exercise direct control, and should offer constructive suggestions where he can; yet he must strictly avoid giving
the impression of criticising any individual or of "butting in" on
anyone's job where, as in this situation, he is acting somewhat beyond the limits of his direct responsibilities.
In the case under discussion great care was taken in building
up the list of people recceiving the weekly variance analysis
letter. This was felt necessary to avoid creating a feeling that
this essentially - r;tical letter detailing specifically the worst
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jobs in the factory was being broadcast in a critical spirit. It
was at first sent only to the chief accountant and the manufacturing superintendent. At the latter's suggestion copies were
then sent to several key men in the production office. Gradually the list was lengthened, in each case at the expressed
wish of the individual added, or of his direct superior, until
the list now comprises 36 names, including the key men
in the production, sales, and accounting departments and
such higher executives as the president, two vice - presidents, and
sales manager. The accounting department cannot exercise direct
control, but in this way it can at least advertise pretty widely
where efforts toward control should be made.
Inclusion of Unavoidable Variances in Costs
We have finished our consideration of wha t ca n be done t o
control and reduce avoidable variance. We have still to consider
more carefully the technique of determining and expressing in costs expected unavoidable variance. By unavoidable
variance is meant the types of variance which may be expected
to recur on repeat orders. Examples are refinishing, loss on
work spoiled in setting up, and small allowances for the possibility of the substitution of more expensive methods and for
unforeseen contingencies.
In the first place, a distinction must be made between estimates
for new jobs an d repeat orders for old jobs. On n ew jobs it
is necessary to reason from general experience. On old jobs
the actual record is available, and variance allowance is determined from consideration of this record, from general experience on this type of article, and in cases of wide discrepancy
between these two bases, from consideration of the opinion of
the production department as to possibilities of improvement
on repeat orders. General experience has been expressed in
tables specifying percentages for different types of articles. One
set of tables, for instance, reads somewhat as follows (all figures
are fictitious) :
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The following statement appears on these schedules, and in accordance with it the accounting department is frequently asked
to set special variances and discuss especially unusual jobs with
representatives of the manufacturing superintendent's office.
Warning:
These tables are intended to cover articles similar to goods that
we have produced before and on which we have a large
amount of experience recorded in our variance records.
They do not cover:
Jobs requiring unusually close tolerances or with peculiar
shapes.
Jobs requiring better than commercial surface, either because
customer will perform finishing operations, or for any other
reason.
Jobs requiring tools which we are not sure will perform an
operation successfully, or any job which the estimator has
reason to suspect may cause difficulty or expense not fully
covered in operations laid out.
Determination of Variance Allowance by Sales Department
We have already discussed, under "Measurement," the early
development of the procedure for reporting recommended variance allowances to the sales department on cost request slips issued
by them. As the variance record card was improved and made
more detailed, corresponding changes were made in the amount
of detail recorded on the cost request until the point was reached
where a summary of all figures on the variance record was given
showing specifically regular labor and overhead, variance A,
B. C. and D in one figure, loss on spoiled work, total variance and per cent variance. The sales department then rearranged its. cost summary card (Exhibit 5) in such a way as to
provide for showing these figures and the change in them since
the last cost revision. As this variance information became
directly available to the sales department in its own files, the
accounting department felt that it could safely leave to the judgment of the sales department the determination of variance allowances on repeat orders, with the possible exception of certain
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articles which it was felt should have variances higher than might
be set from reference to the general experience schedules. The
accounting department representative still made a point of seeing
the variance figures entered on each cost request, but seldom made
specific recommendations. As far as the accounting department
was concerned efforts toward variance control had been reduced
effectively to a routine of variance measurement and the dissemination of significant information to the responsible operating
executives, supplemented by careful periodic revision of experience schedules and by specific recommendations on occasional
difficult and unusual jobs.
We have finished our discussion of measurement and control
of labor and overhead variance. We can quickly dispose of the
question of material variance control by saying that the production office was in a position to know and approve any variations
from the specified or standard kinds of material required for
each job, and thus to control material variance of the originating
operation. Variance through loss at succeeding operations was
not readily determinable, but occasional studies had resulted in experience tables which were considered reasonably satisfactory,
and which were used to add percentage allowances for quantity
variance in calculating required material on the sales summary
cost cards referred to in the last paragraph. These cards thus
contained regular and variance labor and overhead and material, allowed set -up, selling and administrative cost and other
elements of total cost necessary for making quotations.
Causes of Inventory Differences
Before concluding this discussion I believe we should consider
one more aspect of cost variance, namely the relationship between reported variances and eventual inventory differences.
With respect to labor and overhead differences between book
and physical inventories, it should first be stated that the books
were not charged with reported variance spent nor credited with
allowed variance in goods sold, nor was any variance cost added
to the standard cost valuation of physical inventory. Reported
variances were charged directly to cost of goods sold and thus did
not enter any inventory comparisons. Labor and overhead differences between book and physical inventory should thus be
attributed to some or all of the following factors:
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I. Variances misreported as direct labor and overhead, and
hence charged erroneously to book inventories.
2. Differences between operations allowed, or between timed
and estimated costs of doing operations, as shown on operation sheets determining charges to direct labor and overhead
and as included in the cost card totals used in crediting
inventory with cost of sales.
3. Valuation at scrap value of obsolete goods not yet scrapped
and hence not yet appearing as loss on spoiled work in
variance reports.
A fourth condition, changes in wage levels, was present until
recently, but was eliminated by defining a certain wage level as
standard, and charging the difference when other wage levels
were in effect directly to cost of sales.

Card for Analyzing Results by Articles
The effects of these factors were very clearly seen when an
attempt was made to analyse results on particular articles on a
card which provided for the following comparison:
COST OF PRODUCTION -LABOR AND OVERHEAD
Opening Inventory at Cost Card Value
Plus Labor and Overhead Charges for the period
Less Closing Inventory as Cost Card Value
Resulting total to be compared with
VALUE OF GOODS PRODUCED -LABOR AND OVERHEAD
Pieces added to Finished Goods.
Plus Pieces Sold
Total Multiplied by Standard Cost per thousand pieces.
The form was slightly more detailed and provided for combining totals for different dash - numbers of the same article, since
neither inventory nor period charges could satisfactorily be analysed by dash - number. It was hoped that this type of comparison would isolate misreported variance and would give some of
the information originally expected from the order -cost reports.
The difficulty of selecting any one cost -card cost for compar865
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ison with actual costs soon indicated that the differences measured
by these records and hence the related differences between total
book and physical inventory valuations were not so much a measttre of misreported variance as of differences between summarized
standard costs and the approved costs on operation sheet price
files during processing of orders.
Material Cost Variances
Inventory differences in material valuation were essentially a
combination of quantity variances and price variances. Differences between specifications on cost cards used for cost of sales
and specification on operation sheets during processing could be
ruled out as negligible, although instances of such differences were
known. Quantity variance therefore represented the difference
between metal actually used and metal provided for on sales summary cost cards at standard quantity plus variance allowance.
The amount of this variance could not be determined because
cost of sales was not charged in terms of pounds and therefore
no book inventory figure of pounds could be established to compare with physical inventory totals.
The subject of material price variance is so complex that it cannot be discussed in connection with the present study. I might,
however, point out that the problem has two definite aspects.
First is the variation occurring because of differences between
prices charged to inventory and prices credited. This can be
avoided if both charges and credits are put on a standard price list basis and if all variations between standard and actual costs
are charged directly to cost of sales instead of being carried in
inventory. This was the procedure adopted for eliminating variances resulting from different bases of charging and crediting
specific lots of metal to book inventory.2
' I n actual practice cha rges for metal for particular orders varied considera bly from the figu red costs u sed in mak ing qu ota tions, for the following
rea sons:
( a ) Meta l might be stock ed by th e meta l store (on J- orders) and fu rnished
at purchase cost to la ter production orders for which qu o ta tions might
be based on entirely different ma rk et prices.
(c ) Similarly, metal might be furnished from "Fr ee Stock " accumulated
from cancelled orders or orders supplied with over -runs of metal.
(c) Additional metal to fill shorta ges caused by spoilage or diversion to
other orders would be priced a s of the date of the order for t he a ddi-
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The second type of price variance results from any difference
between the basis at which book inventory is valued and the
basis of valuation of physical inventory. In the case under discussion book inventory had formerly been charged and credited
at actual market values. Recently the basis had been changed to
standard market value as noted above. In either case, however,
the basis was market. As the company produced its own metal
in another division, the market value was not the cost to the
company, and would have included an element of inter -plant
profit. Therefore, an entirely different basis of metal valuation
was used, essentially a basis of toll (or labor and overhead) plus
material at a last -in, first -out valuation. The ramifications of this
subject are obviously beyond the scope of a discussion of cost
variance control, but it is apparent that the use of market prices
in book inventory and of cost prices eliminating profit in market
prices for valuing physical inventory introduces an inventory adjustment which might easily be taken to be a result of manufacturing cost variance.
Conclusion
If there is any conclusion to be drawn from this discussion it is
perhaps that a workable and worth -while method of cost variance
analysis and control can be developed to meet the conditions found
in a plant engaged in fabricating a wide diversity of metal products. Generalization is a dangerous process, an d I hesitate to
expand this conclusion. I am, however, convinced that the same
principles found here can be extended, with appropriate modifications, to meet conditions found in almost any manufacturing
plant. I am reminded of an excellent article appearing in the
N.A.C.A. Year Book of 1935, describing methods of controlling
waste and spoilage in a rubber goods factory, and of the remarkable way in which their experiences paralleled ours. I should like
to think that someone else, who may think his business as different
tional metal, at which time market prices might have changed from the
basis used in quoting for the original order.
(d) The manufacturing department was given price protection by the mill.
The lowest price list in effect during a three - months' period might apply
to the whole business of the period for charging metal, although market
prices governing quotations for manufaceured articles might have risen
substantially.
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from ours as the brass business is from the rubber business, may
find the above discussion as useful as I found the article I have
mentioned.
In conclusion, I will repeat very briefly the principal conditions which our experiences showed were absolutely essential
to success:
i. There must be a real and generally recognized need for
more detailed knowledge of conditions.
z. The method devised must fiurnish at least the minimum
amount of information necessary to direct attention toward
possible improvements.
3. The information must be furnished promptly and to the
right people.
4. A spirit of co- operation and understanding must be established and tendencies to consider efforts toward control as
criticism must be minimized.
5. The man in charge of such a plan must know his factory
well. By that I mean that he must know the people in the
plant from supervisors and assistant foremen on up, and
must have a pretty good understanding of their problems.
6. Like all cost accounting systems, the scheme adopted must
fit conditions determined by what information is desirable,
what information is necessary, and what information can
be secured promptly and economically.
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